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Discovery of new non-pyrimidine scaffolds as Plasmodium falciparum DHFR
inhibitors by fragment-based screening
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ABSTRACT
In various malaria-endemic regions, the appearance of resistance has precluded the use of pyrimidine-
based antifolate drugs. Here, a three-step fragment screening was used to identify new non-pyrimidine
Plasmodium falciparum dihydrofolate reductase (PfDHFR) inhibitors. Starting from a 1163-fragment com-
mercial library, a two-step differential scanning fluorimetry screen identified 75 primary fragment hits.
Subsequent enzyme inhibition assay identified 11 fragments displaying IC50 in the 28-695lM range and
selectivity for PfDHFR. In addition to the known pyrimidine, three new anti-PfDHFR chemotypes were iden-
tified. Fragments from each chemotype were successfully co-crystallized with PfDHFR, revealing a binding
in the active site, in the vicinity of catalytic residues, which was confirmed by molecular docking on all
fragment hits. Finally, comparison with similar non-hit fragments provides preliminary input on available
growth vectors for future drug development.
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Introduction

In the fight against malaria, antifolates were once regarded as
safe, efficient drugs against the Plasmodium spp. parasite.
However, the appearance of resistance-inducing mutations in the
folate biosynthesis enzymes such as dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR) and dihydropteroate synthase (DHPS) in the parasite has
precluded the use of the existing antifolate drugs1. Although the
recent anti-malarial drugs are geared towards exploiting different
drug targets, such as P-type Naþ-ATPases transporter (PfATP4), V-
type Hþ-ATPase transporter, Phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase (PfPI4K)
or dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (PfDHODH)2, PfDHFR remains
attractive in light of the fact that known three-dimensional struc-
tures enable rational drug design against the WT and mutant
parasite strains3–5.

Historically, antifolates have been developed by mimicking the
enzymes natural substrates. As such, the two DHFR-targeting
drugs pyrimethamine (PYR) and cycloguanil (CYC) share a similar
2,4-diamino pyrimidine/triazine scaffold mimicking the 2-amino 4-
oxo-pteridine core of DHF (Figure 1(A)). A series of PfDHFR co-
crystal structures with antifolate derivatives (e.g., PDB 3QGT6,
3UM87, 1J3K4, 4DP38) generated by our team have enabled eluci-
dation of the role of each functional group in ligand binding
(Figure 1). This combination of interactions makes of these antifo-
lates excellent WT PfDHFR inhibitors, with Ki in the (sub-) nanomo-
lar range. However, their efficiency dramatically decreases against
PfDHFR variants carrying S108N mutation such as the double
mutant (DM) (C59Rþ S108N) and quadruple mutant (QM)

(DMþN51Iþ I164L) PfDHFR due to steric clash of the pCl-phenyl
of PYR and CYC with S108N4.

In 2012, our group discovered the compound P218 which dis-
plays nanomolar range in vitro activities for P. falciparum strains
carrying WT and QM PfDHFR8. The compound was recently found
to display favourable safety, tolerability and pharmacokinetics in
first-in-human clinical trial9. P218 was developed through the
combination of the 2,4-diaminopyrimidine moiety, with a flexible
linker carrying a phenyl ethylcarboxylate group, taking advantage
of the conserved R122 to give P218 a second distant anchoring
point (Figure 1(A)). The design of P218 demonstrated the utility
of new chemotypes to target specific residues in the PfDHFR
active site. By combining a careful deconstruction of long-known
inhibitors with the incorporation of new chemotypes, it became
possible to develop new-generation antifolates that by-pass the
drug resistance hurdle.

In the last decade, the fragment-based screening (FBS) strategy
has emerged as a powerful method to identify new chemotypes
for drug discovery and development. Techniques used in FBS,
which typically include differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF), sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR), NMR and X-ray crystallography10,11

are simple, robust and reproducible. FBS strength resides in an
efficient sampling of the chemical space, as even small fragment
libraries can encompass high levels of diversity. Interactions
between fragment hits and their protein targets are also of higher
quality, which eases downstream lead molecule development and
optimisation. For these reasons, FBS is widely used in both
pharmaceutical industry and academia10. Although it has been
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successfully applied to other infectious diseases12–16, FBS has only
been scarcely used against malaria drug targets17,18.

Following this idea, we have employed the FBS strategy to
identify new chemotypes for inhibitor development against WT
PfDHFR. Upon PYR and CYC drug pressure, multiple mutations of
PfDHFR have appeared to preclude the binding of these inhibitors,
decreasing their binding affinity for QM by several hundred to
thousand folds as compared to WT. Several examples have shown
that, using the same chemotypes, new inhibitors (such as m-Cl
derivatives of PYR and CYC, WR99210 and P218) could be ration-
ally designed to avoid steric clash with S108N and display similar
binding affinity for WT and QM enzymes4,8,19–21. Following this
idea, we proposed to identify new active fragments that could
interact with both WT and QM. Using WT PfDHFR has practical
advantages, as it is more stable, well-characterised, and easier to
target with low-affinity fragments compared to the mutant
enzymes. For these reasons, we chose to focus our efforts on the
fragment-based high-throughput screening of WT PfDHFR. Once
the fragment hits identified and characterised, the structural spe-
cificities of both WT and QM variants can be integrated in the
drug design process, using the extensive structural information
available to design larger drug candidates4,6–8.

Here, a commercial fragment library was screened using differ-
ential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) and fragment hits were further
validated by enzymatic assay and X-ray crystallography to identify
several active fragments against WT PfDHFR.

Materials and methods

Chemicals

SYPRO Orange was purchased from Invitrogen and PYR and
NADPH were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. DHA22, P2188,
P3023, P4519, P2423, L48 and L5 (manuscript in preparation) were
synthesised following previously described procedures.
Compounds were numbered as follows: the P series corresponds
to previously reported PfDHFR inhibitor prototypes developed by
our group. The L compounds are reaction intermediates that were
used here as controls. Commercial fragments were numbered fol-
lowing the random order provided by the supplier.

Fragment library selection and preparation

The BIONET Premium fragment library was purchased from Key
Organics, containing 1163 fragments. Fragments were received as

dried powder/oils, and stock solutions were prepared by dissolv-
ing ca. 3mg in DMSO to 200mM. For primary screening, quadru-
plex fragment mixtures were prepared by mixing equal volumes
of four fragments, providing 50mM solutions. For secondary
screening of hit mixtures, individual fragment solutions were pre-
pared by four-fold dilutions of the 200mM stock in DMSO. For
fragment hits, pKa values were predicted using
MarvinSketch 20.13.

Protein expression and purification

PfDHFR and HsDHFR expression was completed following a previ-
ously published procedure24. In brief, E. coli BL21(DE3) pLysS cells
carrying the plasmid encoding for WT-PfDHFR and HsDHFR,
respectively, were grown at 37 �C until reaching an OD600 ca. 0.8.
Protein expression was induced by addition of 0.4mM IPTG and
cells were cultured overnight at 20 �C. Cells were harvested and
cell pellet was stored at �20 �C. For purification, cells were
thawed on ice and lysed by French Press. Lysate was then clarified
by centrifugation and applied to a methotrexate (MTX) affinity col-
umn. The column was washed overnight, and protein was eluted
using dihydrofolate (DHF). In a second purification step, protein
was concentrated and applied to a Q-Sepharose ion-exchange col-
umn. Protein was eluted using a gradient of KCl. Fractions con-
taining protein were concentrated and their purity was assessed
by SDS-PAGE. Protein concentration was measured using
Bradford assay.

Differential scanning fluorimetry

Prior to screening, DSF parameters such as protein and SYPRO
Orange concentration, and buffer composition and heating rate
were optimised to give the best-defined thermal denaturation
peak. The most suitable conditions were found to be 10lM
PfDHFR, 8x SYPRO Orange in Phosphate buffer pH 7.2 20mM con-
taining 50mM KCl, 0.1mM EDTA and 20% glycerol.

In a typical DSF experiment, a master mix containing buffer,
PfDHFR and 8x SYPRO Orange dye were prepared in a microcentri-
fuge tube. Ligands of interest were dispensed in low-profile 96-
well plates (Bio-Rad) to 1mM final concentration, and the master
mix was dispensed to a final volume of 50lL per well. In these
conditions, DMSO content was maintained constant at 2%. The
microplate was sealed with adhesive film and mixed by shaking
for 2min at 800 rpm at RT. The microplate was then submitted to
a DSF run on a CFX96 RT-PCR (Bio-Rad). DSF program was

Figure 1. (A) Structure of some Plasmodium antifolates. (B) Binding mode of PYR in WT PfDHFR (PDB 3QGT). Resistance-induced mutated residues appear in blue.
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designed by starting with a 3min equilibration phase at 30 �C, fol-
lowed by a temperature gradient of 1 �C/min, recording fluores-
cence every 0.5 �C. Fluorescence was recorded using the FRET
channel (kexc ¼ 450–490 nm, kem ¼ 560–580 nm). Curves were fit-
ted using the Precision Melt Analysis software (Bio-Rad).

For the primary screening, DSF chromatograms were recorded
for PfDHFR in the presence of quadruplex fragment mixtures con-
taining 4 fragments at 50mM each. The experiment was set as
described above, using 1 lL quadruplex mixtures in a final volume
of 50lL (1mM final fragment concentration). For each experiment,
a DMSO negative control was included. Every experiment was run
in triplicate and the average DTm was considered. The standard
deviation of the negative control was calculated and a threshold
of twice the standard deviation was applied to define hits.

For secondary screening of each hit mixture obtained from the
quadruplex screen, individual fragment stocks were prepared to a
final concentration of 50mM in DMSO. DSF experiments were
then run for each individual fragment as described above. For
fragments displaying a significant DTm, the experiment was run in
triplicate. The standard deviation of the negative control was cal-
culated and a threshold of twice the standard deviation was
applied to define hits.

PfDHFR activity assay

PfDHFR activity was assessed following a previously published pro-
cedure24. In brief, a master mix was prepared by mixing DHF and
NADPH in activity buffer (Tris pH 7.2 50mM, b-mercaptoethanol
75mM, BSA 1mg/mL) to a final concentration of 100 lM. In a 96-
well plate, 2 lL of fragments in DMSO were dispensed, followed
by 178lL of the master mix. The reaction was initiated by add-
ition of 20lL of enzyme followed by immediate mixing. NADPH
consumption was monitored by recording absorbance at 340 nm
for 80 s. Curve was fitted using a linear regression function and %
activity was calculated by comparison with a DMSO control. For
IC50 determination, data points corresponding to variable inhibitor
concentrations were plotted in a semi-logarithmic scale, and curve
was fitted using the Hill equation.

Molecular docking

Molecular docking experiments were conducted using Autodock 4
program. PDB file 3QGT was edited to remove water molecules

and co-crystallized PYR ligand. The protein receptor file was then
generated using Autodock Tools 1.5.6. Ligand files were obtained
by drawing 2D structure using ChemDraw software, and 3D struc-
ture was built and energy-minimized using Avogadro software
Universal Force Field. Area of interest was defined using a grid
encompassing the pterin binding pocket of the PfDHFR active site.
Rigid molecular docking was performed using Autodock 425 using
default parameters. Results were processed by clustering data and
considering the lowest energy cluster and/or the most populated
cluster. Structural graphics were drawn with PyMOL26.

X-ray crystallography

Co-crystallization of purified WT PfDHFR-TS (15mg/mL) with
2–5mM each of the compound of interest, NADPH and dUMP was
performed using a previously published procedure [4]. Data were
collected using SC XRD series: D8 venture Bruker at NSTDA
Characterisation and Testing Service Centre (NCTC). Data were
processed using PROTEUM3 software. Structure model was built
by MOLREP27, using PDB 1J3I as a template and refined by
REFMAC528 in CCP4. The model building was done using COOT29.
Structural graphics were drawn with PyMOL26. Co-crystal struc-
tures with fragments 263, 820 and 148 were deposited in the
PDB database under accession numbers 7CTY, 7CTW and 7CTZ.

Results

Validation of DSF for PfDHFR inhibitor screening

Among the available primary fragment screening methods, DSF
was selected for its low cost and ease of use30. In order to valid-
ate its efficacy to detect PfDHFR binders, DSF was first tested on
DHFR substrates, as well as a series of known inhibitors. While
dihydrofolate (DHF), and tetrahydrofolate (THF) showed minor
melting temperature variations, NADPH showed a notable þ4 �C
stabilisation (Figure 2). This result was further confirmed in the
presence of inhibitors. When tested on the apo PfDHFR, the P218
inhibitor displayed aþ 10 �C stabilising effect. This effect increases
to þ23.1 �C in the presence of NADPH. The same effect is
observed with other pyrimidine-based inhibitors and confirms that
NADPH is needed to pre-organize the pterin binding site, so that
inhibitors can bind in their most favourable configuration, as
reported for DHFR from other organisms31,32.

As a preliminary assessment of DSF for PfDHFR ligand detec-
tion, PfDHFR inhibitors displaying variable activity were assayed in
the presence of NADPH. All inhibitors displayed measurable DTm,
except for L5 (synthetic precursor of the 2,4-diaminopyrimidine
series). Dihydroartemisinin (DHA) was added as a negative control,
as an antimalarial that does not target folate biosynthesis
enzymes. DTm results obtained for the different inhibitors appear
in Figure 3. Although the correlation between the DTm and the Ki
values is not strictly linear (r2 ¼ 0.756, Figure 3(B)), a consistent
trend is observed. This is consistent with the complex nature of
inhibitor binding, as the sum of variable enthalpic vs. entropic
contributions that results in an apparent stabilising/destabilizing
effect33. In this view, it is interesting to note that when comparing
P218 and PYR, the presence of the carboxylate chelating group
does not involve a drastic change of Ki, while a strong structure
stabilising effect is observed by DSF with DTm of 23.1 vs 15.1 �C
for P218 and PYR, respectively. The technique also shows sensitiv-
ity to small structural changes in the pyrimidine-based inhibitor
series. This result demonstrates the ability of DSF to detect frag-
ments with a Ki as high as micromolar (L4). However, as DTm is a

Figure 2. DSF curves obtained for PfDHFR in the presence of its substrate, cofac-
tor, and P218 inhibitor.
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function of the enthalpic vs. entropic nature of the binding, and Ki
represents completion in binding between substrate and inhibitor,
one cannot extrapolate this to all chemotypes33.

Fragment library screening

A DSF primary screening of PfDHFR was undertaken using the
BIONET Premium library containing 1163 fragments. This library
was chosen over other commercial ones as it is rule-of-three com-
pliant and was curated from any PAINS and aggregating com-
pounds. All fragments are also soluble at 200mM in DMSO and
display high diversity.

Fragments were first screened against PfDHFR as mixtures of 4
at 1mM in the presence of NADPH (Figure 4(A)). In these condi-
tions, a Tm of 47.26 ± 0.4 �C was measured for PfDHFR in the pres-
ence of DMSO as a control. Considering the multiple
thermodynamic factors influencing the DTm, it seems virtually
impossible to apply a definitive threshold that would encompass
all potential fragment binders. We thus decided, as others before
us, to consider our hit threshold as twice the standard deviation
of the DMSO control, relying on the experimental technique limi-
tations. Fragments were thus considered as hits when their indi-
vidual DTm exceeded ± 0.8 �C. Out of 291 quadruplex mixtures
tested, 87 exceeded the set criterion, with DTm ranging from
�7.66 �C to þ6.5 �C. The fragments composing these mixtures
were thus examined individually, affording a total of 75 fragment
hits (6.4% hit rate) with DTm spanning between �12.5 �C and
þ5.2 �C (Figure 4(B)). Among these, 14 fragments displayed a
negative Tm. The overall 6.4% hit rate matches the results
obtained in typical fragment screening campaigns.

In order to validate these primary hits, the 75 primary fragment
hits were subjected to a DHFR inhibition assay. As shown in
Figure 5, 11 fragments displayed 43–95% PfDHFR inhibition at
500 lM (i.e., 0.8% of the library). These fragments were grouped
by tentative chemotypes.

The fragment hits found display IC50 values in the 28� 695mM
range. Among the 11 active fragments, 5 were found to inhibit

WT PfDHFR with 78� 84% inhibition at 500 mM, with correspond-
ing IC50 values of 28� 156 mM. Fragment 263 exhibited the best
overall inhibition, while fragment 1130 showed the best inhibition
at 500 mM. Little correlation was observed between the DTm and
the ability to inhibit the enzyme (ri2 ¼ 0.41). As such, fragments
80, 148 and 218 all display a DTm of 0.83 �C, close to the limit of
detection, while showing enzyme inhibition varying by several
folds (IC50 PfDHFR of 258, 464 and 695 mM, respectively). All the
active fragment hits display a positive DTm. In order to evaluate
enzyme selectivity, inhibition of the Homo sapiens (Hs) DHFR was
also measured for the 11 active hits in the same conditions. All
fragments were found inactive against HsDHFR, showing overall
selectivity for the Pf enzyme (Figure 5(B)).

Fragment 1130 (5–(4-chlorophenyl)pyrimidin-4-amine) is the
only compound related to the 2,4-diaminopyrimidine-based antifo-
late series. Its core structure relates to PYR but lacks one aromatic
amino group and the 6-ethyl side substituent. Our previous work
demonstrated that these groups are necessary to promote direct
interaction with the protein, through Cys15, Asp54 and Thr185
(Figure 1) 8. The absence of these two groups in 1130 results in a
loss of affinity by four orders of magnitude compared to PYR, in
line with our DSF results (Figure 3). In addition, it should be noted
that in a retrosynthetic approach, fragments L4 and 1130 comple-
ment each other into PYR. This illustrates the end goal of frag-
ment-based drug discovery in which the merging of medium
affinity fragments leads to a compound with dramatically
improved affinity34,35. This result also suggests that the p-Cl phe-
nyl ring (present in 1130) and the amino and ethyl substituents
(present in L4) equally contribute to the high binding affinity
of PYR.

The main chemotype unravelled by this screening was defined
as bicyclic fragments with a heteroalkyl cyclic ring, a linker, and a
phenyl ring with or without substituent. This group includes four
4-phenyl-piperidines (fragments 132, 240, 263, and 813), four 4-
phenyl-piperazines (fragments 218, 800, 820 and 1157), and one
phenyl-pyrrolidine (fragment 80). These compounds with high pKa
values (7.16<pKa<11.43) are in their protonated form at physio-
logical pH, which might result in poor cell penetration due to

Figure 3. (A) DTm and inhibition constants of the different inhibitors tested. Data noted � are from8,19. (B) Correlation between DTm and inhibition constants of the
inhibitors (blue). Linear trendline appears as black dashed line (r2 ¼ 0.756). Fragment 1130 (orange) was added for comparison. (C) Structure of the inhibitors. ND:
Not detected.
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their positive charge. Fragments 263 and 813 differ by the pres-
ence of a fused 5-member ring that rigidifies the system and pre-
vents free rotation of the two rings.

Finally, fragment 148 is the only monocyclic fragment, consti-
tuted of a phenyl ring bearing urea and a trifluoromethyl substitu-
ents in 1,3 position. It is neutral at physiological pH, which could
ease future lead design.

Crystallography of selected fragments complexed with
PfDHFR-TS

Three representative active fragments belonging to each chemo-
type, fragments 148 (phenyl urea), 820 (piperazine) and 263
(piperidine) were selected for co-crystallization with PfDHFR-TS
(the native bifunctional form of the protein) based on their high-
est DHFR inhibitory activity at 500 mM. Despite an overall low frag-
ment occupancy, crystal structures were successfully obtained for
each complex at resolutions between 2.70� 2.85Å. All crystals
showed the expected orthorhombic arrangement (P212121), with
two protein chains per asymmetric unit. All the data collection
and refinement statistics appear in Table S1. Very little variation
was observed between the protein backbone of three structures
(Figure S1).

All three fragments were confirmed to bind into PfDHFR active
site, occupying the space delimitated by Asp54, Phe58, and
NADPH normally occupied by the pteridine moiety of DHF.
Fragments 263 and 820 display a similar binding mode, with a H-
bond mediated interaction with Asp54 (Figure 6(A,B)). As the sec-
ondary amines are in their protonated form at physiological pH,
the interaction is likely to be strengthened through charge pair-
ing. For the two fragments, the phenyl ring is stacked in the apo-
lar region defined by NADPH and Phe58, however the ring
positioning differs between the two complexes. In 263, the phenyl
ring is positioned 4.7 Å from the NADPH nicotinamide ring and
forms a p-p interaction, while in 820, the phenyl ring is coplanar
to the Phe58 phenyl ring. This could be the origin of the higher
inhibitory potential of fragment 263, as its binding mode might
prevent substrate access to the catalytic Asp54 as well as to the
NADPH cofactor.

Due to its similarly sized substituents in 1,3 position of the
phenyl ring, the electron density for fragment 148 displays a sym-
metrical shape that is compatible with two ligand orientations.
Because crystallographic evidence did not allow conclusion on a
preferred conformation, both were proposed in the crystal struc-
ture (Figure 6(C)). In the first conformation, the urea moiety inter-
acts with the protein via a double H-bond mediated interaction

Figure 4. Distributions of fragment hits DTm for quadruplex mixtures screening (A) and individual fragment screening (B). The ± 0.8 �C threshold applied appears as
red dashed lines. C. Representative examples of DSF curves obtained.

Figure 5. (A) Fragment hits structures grouped by tentative chemotypes. (B) Corresponding experimental data obtained for the fragment hits. clogP values were calcu-
lated using DataWarrior43. LE: Ligand Efficiency.
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with Asp54. Polar contacts are also observed with Thr185 side
chain hydroxy group and Cys15 backbone carbonyl. The phenyl
ring is equidistant from Phe58 and nicotinamide ring of NADPH,
with the trifluoromethyl substituent pointing towards Ser108. In
the second conformation, the trifluoromethyl substituent is facing
Asp54 and Cys15, while the urea moiety forms polar contact with
Ile164 backbone carbonyl and with a water molecule. The phenyl
ring is tilted towards Phe58.

From a strictly chemical perspective, the first conformation
would appear as more likely, as the set of interactions observed
resembles the interactions of the DHF substrate. However, at this
stage, it is not possible to conclude from crystallographic data
which conformation is occurring, or if the two binding modes are
present simultaneously.

Molecular docking analyses of selected fragment hits

As a complement to crystallographic data, molecular docking
experiments were conducted to study binding mode variations for
all the active fragment hits. The PfDHFR structure (PDB 3QGT) was
used, from which PYR and water molecules were removed, while
bound NADPH was conserved, and docking parameters were
defined to encompass the whole catalytic pocket. Docking scores
and ligand efficiencies (LE), corresponding to the calculated bind-
ing energy per non-hydrogen atom, appear in Figure 7(B).

Along the phenyl piperidine/piperazine series, molecular dock-
ing suggests a binding mode consistent with the crystal structure
obtained for fragments 263 and 820, with an interaction between
the fragment protonated secondary amine and Asp54. Although
an important flexibility is conferred by the aliphatic ring, the aro-
matic rings tend to align with the NADPH nicotinamide ring for all
fragments, except for the extended ring of fragment 132 (Figure
7(A) and Figure S2).

The docking pose of fragment 148 is consistent with the first
conformation proposed in the crystal structure, with a coordin-
ation of the urea to Asp54 via two parallel H-bonds, while the tri-
fluoromethyl substituent is pointing towards Ile164 and Ser108.
The phenyl ring is tilted compared to the crystal structure to be
coplanar with NADPH. The comparatively low docking score
obtained could be attributable to a poor estimation of the trifluor-
omethyl contribution by the software’s scoring function
(Figure 7(B)).

Expectedly, molecular docking on fragment 1130 provided a
similar binding pose as co-crystallized PYR, with a slightly twisted
conformation of the rings, possibly due to the absence of

interaction with Asp54 (Figure 7(A)). Its docking score is compara-
tively lower than for the phenyl piperidine/piperazine derivatives
(Figure 7(B)).

Discussion

PfDHFR fragment-based screening and re-discovery of PYR by
fragment-based approach

Starting from a 1163 fragments library, our screening workflow
enabled us to identify 11 fragments displaying inhibitory activity
on WT PfDHFR. Compared to other fragment-based screening
studies, ours can be considered successful, as it is common to see
campaigns yielding fragments that bind their target too weakly to
detect any measurable inhibition34.

Out of 11 active fragment hits, only one fragment resembles
the pyrimidine-based inhibitor series. This constitutes a validation
of FBS applied to PfDHFR, as FBS would have allowed discovery of
PYR and CYC, if they had not already been developed. More
importantly, the fact that besides 1130, 10 other unrelated frag-
ments showed similar (or better) inhibitory properties confirmed
the success of the FBS approach to identify novel anti-
PfDHFR chemotypes.

New anti PfDHFR chemotypes

Among the fragment hits identified, the largest part is constituted
of 4-phenyl-piperidines and 4-phenyl-piperazines. Two successive
studies from 2005 and 2012 demonstrated the antimalarial effect
of mono- and di-substituted piperazines on both chloroquine-sen-
sitive and resistant P. falciparum strains36,37. A structure-activity
relationship (SAR) study showed that the presence of a free amino
group was essential to guarantee the inhibition, prompting the
authors to assume of the existence of an unknown protein target.
In this study, we provide evidence that both phenyl piperidine
and piperazine derivatives target the active site of PfDHFR. This is
supported by the crystal structure obtained for fragments 820
and 263 showing electron density in the PfDHFR active site.

Looking closely at the structure of these fragment hits, and as
importantly at the non-hits, allows us to build a preliminary SAR
study along this fragment series (Figure S3). Consistently with pre-
vious observation37, we note that none of the piperazine frag-
ments with protected secondary amine present in the library
appeared as a hit by DSF. 2-phenyl piperazine derivatives (i.e.,
asymmetric piperazines bearing the phenyl ring linked to an ali-
phatic carbon) were also negative.

Figure 6. Crystal structures for fragment 263 (PDB 7CTY) (A), fragment 820 (PDB 7CTW) (B) and fragment 148 (PDB 7CTZ) in conformation A (cyan) and conformation
B (yellow) (C). Interacting residues and NADPH appear as sticks, polar contacts appear as yellow dash lines.
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Although hits display variable linker lengths, the shortest ones
seem favourable for inhibition. For the piperazines, the introduc-
tion of an angle between the rings is also a beneficial feature
(fragments 2, 132, 263, 813), probably promoting a favourable
alignment with NADPH. Finally, the nature and position of the
phenyl ring substituents seem to be of crucial importance. At this
stage, it cannot be concluded whether these variations are due to
steric constraints or to a precise tuning of the electronic proper-
ties of the phenyl ring, and it seems clear that a more systematic
SAR study will be key for future lead development.

A second chemotype identified is the [3-(trifluoromethyl)pheny-
l]urea (fragment 148). This is in line with the work from Rastelli
et al. who identified (thio)urea derivatives as a pharmacophore of
interest by computational screen on PfDHFR38. In their study,
PfDHFR inhibition was confirmed experimentally for seven deriva-
tives, showing Ki values in the low lM range. Here, our fragment-
based screening was able to further minimise the chemical group
responsible for interaction. Importantly, none of the substituted
ureas, either through methylation (fragments 894, 895, 959, 960)
or cyclisation (fragments 361, 369), showed any interaction or
inhibition towards PfDHFR (Figure S4). This supports the first con-
formation proposed in the crystal structure, showing that the
presence of both the primary and the secondary amine are
involved in the interaction through two parallel hydrogen bonds
and two polar contacts. An equilibrium with the tautomeric form
of the urea could also be envisaged.

Opportunities for lead development

For the two new chemotypes identified in this screening cam-
paign, novel opportunities appear in terms of growth vectors.
Using piperidines or piperazines offers a chance to evolve the
fragment in three dimensions, taking advantage of the ring flexi-
bility, which cannot be done with the planar 2,4-diaminopyrimi-
dine. This series of fragment hits also accommodates a variety of
phenyl ring substituents, enabling functionalization in different
directions. The high LE values measured for these fragments make
them promising starting points for lead development, provided

that LE can be maintained through the design process. Another
important parameter to consider for future drug design is the
clogD value. Because they are positively charged at physiological
pH, piperazines and piperidines are commonly used to improve
drugs water solubility39,40. However, this may come with a
decrease in cell penetration and/or tissue distribution. Design will
have to include a strategy to increase lipophilicity of future lead
candidates to reach a suitable clogD range.

The potential of phenyl urea fragment 148 resides in the posi-
tioning of its phenyl ring. Because the urea moiety is relatively
small, the phenyl ring is positioned about 2 Å deeper into the
active site compared to PYR and is facing Phe58. This reduces the
risk of steric clash with S108N, but also provides an opportunity
to target this residue, by incorporation of a suitable functional
group. Complete SAR studies will be needed to elucidate the role
of the trifluoro substituent. Functionalization in ortho or para pos-
ition could also be envisaged, as suggested by the results
obtained with fragment 327 (Figure S4).

Another promising feature of these new chemotypes is their
selectivity, as they do not show inhibition against HsDHFR. This
contrasts with the 2,4-diaminopyrimidine-based scaffolds, that do
bind HsDHFR and for which careful optimisation was necessary to
obtain selective compounds. Starting from chemotypes with high
selectivity would surely ease the drug design process, although a
constant monitoring of selectivity factors should be observed.

Finally, it should be noted that the three active chemotypes
identified through this screening were found to bind the enzyme
active site, in close proximity with the Asp54 and NADPH. This
residue is known to be crucial, both for substrate binding and
catalytic activity, and it is not surprising to find that lM-range
binders can impede catalytic activity. However, for portions of the
active site with more limited contribution to substrate binding, a
lM-range binding event might not result in detectable inhibition.
For this reason, the absence of enzyme inhibition does not make
the 64 other fragment hits irrelevant, as they might still bind
other portions of the active site, or in other sites. Although this
study has focussed on the fragment hits displaying promising
inhibitory properties, a complete structural characterisation of the
remaining primary fragment hits using X-rays crystallography and

Figure 7. (A) Detail of molecular docking results for fragments 263 (green), 820 (orange), 148 (cyan) and 1130 (pink). Interacting residues and NADPH appear as sticks.
(B) Corresponding docking scores and ligand efficiencies (LE) for each fragment.
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molecular docking would provide valuable information for
future design.

Conclusions

In the context of antifolate resistance, development of new gener-
ation antifolates based on novel chemotypes is warranted.
Although the fragment-based screening approach has been suc-
cessfully applied to DHFR enzymes in various bacteria and proto-
zoa41,42, no similar study has yet been reported in the malaria
parasite Plasmodium falciparum. Here, we describe the first frag-
ment-based screening on PfDHFR. In addition to the widely used
diaminopyrimidine, three new chemotypes displaying lM-range
PfDHFR inhibition were identified. Most of the 11 active fragment
hits showed high selectivity for the target enzyme compared to
the human isoform, highlighting the efficiency and specificity of
the fragment-based strategy.

The crystal structures obtained for both phenyl piperazine and
phenyl urea chemotypes confirm a binding in the enzyme active
site, similarly to DHF substrate and pyrimidine-based antifolates.
These scaffolds offer new possibilities in terms of growth vectors,
enabling exploration of novel regions of the active site. Future
work will be devoted to the investigation of these growth vectors
through a structure-activity relationship study, paying attention to
the selectivity profile towards the antifolate-resistant enzyme var-
iants. These results could pave the way for the discovery of new
lead molecules against P. falciparum DHFR and give a fresh start
to antifolate drug development.
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